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If Iceland is a mother, she is a drunken and vagarious old hag. You 

never know what she will do. She is usually unfriendly and bad-tempered and 

she splutters when she talks, and she can suddenly become completely mad. 

Often, she is hung-over and then she is rather brusque. She is not 

particularly supportive, and she can kill you, just with her gaze. But when 

she has passed out on the couch, her little children stand and admire how 

beautifully the light from the Luxor lamb glistens on her hair. And the hot 

dogs and the crullers she bought at the supermarket become gourmet food she 

prepared specifi cally for us. And her drunken, swollen face becomes that of a 

pretty princess. We love her as she is. Unconditionally. Because, she may not 

be the best mother in the world, but she is our mother.

- Jón Gnarr, ex-mayor of Reykjavík, comedian



My thesis work is a study on how to design for Icelandic weather conditions 

in an urban area.

Icelanders have throughout history fought a battle of survival with extreme 

weather. The Island provides hardly any protection against wind due to its 

location in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean and lack of vegetation. Even 

nowadays there are incidents of people losing their lives due to storms and 

sudden weather changes. In 2015 the Icelandic rescue squads had over 900 

assignments related to weather. However, the average Icelander however would 

probably not consider weather life threatening, especially those living in 

Reykjavík, but every single one would agree that the weather aff ects their 

life to a great extent. There are only a few days every year when you can 

really say that the wind is calm. There is a constant fl ow of wind over the 

country and only rarely does the nature provide shelter for that. Research 

has shown that wind and the accessibility of being outdoors has a direct 

eff ect on people’s health and wellbeing. In Iceland, especially during the 

winter, people tend to spend too much time inside and exercise too little.

Therefore the objective of my thesis work is to design with respect to these 

forces and try to use the built environment, which is the best tool 

available, to limit the eff ect of the weather, with emphasis on the wind.  

An architect’s main task should be to make the built environment as good as 

possible for the individual to thrive in. In the past there has never been a 

great focus in Icelandic architecture to design for the climate we live in. 

There has not been made to much eff ort in making good outdoor spaces either. 

The outdoor spaces are cold and impersonal that people have little interest 

in spending time in. This has led to the fact that there are not many people 

outdoors to bring life to the surroundings where they live. This underlines 

the need there is to design the environment in the way that it limits the 

isolation problems associated with the climate and the current architecture.

I believe that with the forms and shapes of buildings it is possible to 

create a shelter for the many nuances of the Icelandic climate and create 

spaces that extend the possible time of the year for outdoor activities. 

It is important to create public outdoor areas where people enjoy 

spending time in, where neighbors can meet, where children can play 

together, and thereby creating a lively neighborhood where the people are the 

focal point.



Locationn - Iceland - Reykjavík - Kirkjusandur



Residential area Íslandsbanki - Bank

Service area Elementary Schools

Laugardalslaug - Swimming pool Iceland Academy of the Arts

Kirkjusandur

The site is in Reykjavík by the coast. In that locations there are strong winds both from the sea and from the land depending on the season. 

The plot is now used for a driving school and is covered with asphalt and few small houses. The sight is next to a large bank with a big parking lot and to 

the west is a big service area and smaller houses to the south. 



The design consist of four courtyards surrounded by buildings. The courtyards 

are good for protection from the wind from all sides and they are big enough 

to allow sunlight to enter during most of the day which is important because 

of the low rise of the sun.

The design consist of four courtyards surrounded by buildings. The courtyards 

are good for protection from the wind from all sides and they are big enough 

to allow sunlight to enter during most of the day which is important because 

of the low rise of the sun. 

In the middle is a small public pool and the houses are shaped in a way so 

the wind decreases on the way to the park. The pool can be used diff erently 

depending on the season, in summer to bath and in the winter for ice 

skating. The access to the park is connected from the walking path from the 

big street, the big parking lot by the bank, and it’s connected to the sea 

where I have made a bridge to connect the neighborhood to the coast. The only 

way know to get to the sea is crossing a big traffi  c street. 

I have designed grassy hills surrounding the plot to decrease the wind and 

noise from the traffi  c.

In the courtyards there are green houses and a spot to grow vegetation 

outdoors. Growing your own food in urban areas has not been very popular in 

the past in Iceland but has been growing in popularity in recent years. 

People that live in apartments houses normally don’t have an opportunity to 

do that. So by adding a green house gives the residents that opportunity and 

adds a space where the neighbors can meet and do an activity together. In the 

green houses is an area where the kids can play, so when there is a storm 

outside the kids can meet there and play together indoors.

The courtyards have also a playing area and landscape where the children can 

play and there is a picnic and barbecue area.

The roof of the house is sloped down so there is a possibility to get as much 

sun into the gardens and apartments since the sun is very low during the 

winter.





In the middle is a small public pool and the 

houses are shaped in a way so the wind decreases 

on the way to the park.

Green roofs provide an environment for insects and birds.

Design prinsiples



The roof of the house is sloped down so there is a possibility 

to get as much sun into the gardens and apartments since the 

sun is very low during the winter

With landscape and vegetation can the pedestrian be sheltered 

from the wind. 

Need to be designed with care so that they are safe and 

comfortable for pedestrians. Where passageways are de-

signed only as walkways through buildings and are exposed 

to the prevailing wind directions, then they are particu-

larly bad design. High pressure wind fl ows through causing 

extremely high levels of discomfort.

Breaking up the façade – increasing the surface rough-

ness, which will reduce the intensity of the wind fl ow 

passing the building.
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Second fl oor Modules

The buildings consist of apartment buildings and row 

houses. 

Most of the apartments come from three 

“modules, typologies”, the row house, apartment with 

stair and apartment with elevator. There are also many 

custom made apartments, which take other forms from these 

typologies.

The apartments all have windows on two sides and the 

bottom fl oors have small private areas in front and back.

In the apartment buildings there are no cellars so the 

bottom apartment has a garden and the bikes and storage 

is on the same fl oor, so the bottom apartments can always 

be used for disabled person.
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Elevation 1:200
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Wind design guide

Downwash

Wind speed increases with height.
When a tower is exposed to wind speeds, 
the pressure is higher than that at the 

high pressure at the top down the wind-

pedestrian wind speeds.
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Mistakes have been made
It is said that many mistakes happened in Icelandic architecture before the economic crisis in 2008. Iceland focused more about build-
ing mega structures and highways, and did not spend any money in the public areas. In Reykjavík buildings are typically low-rise or 1-2 

low-rise building is because of the wind and the sun is low in Iceland so high buildings cast a big shadow on it´s surroundings. Before 
-

to not increase the wind even more. 

Höfðatorg

down the tower which makes it really hard to walk passed it a lot of the time and sometimes it is dangerous

Other buildings that increase the wind enormously



“U” shaped buildings with a garden in the middle is a good 
way to build in Iceland. A good shelter is made by the house 
that make people use the garden more.

What has been done right



Turf farmhouses





Linking Design to climate

Some additional general recommendations for improving cold climate design 
have been suggested

-  Save existing vegetation for provision of wind shelter

-  Seep building heights fairly equal and, if possible, not higher than the surround 
   ing landscape and trees to avoid increasing wind speeds. Streamlined forms   
   generally have less turbulence

-  Small scale buildings and open areas reduce windiness at pedestrian levels.

-  Do not allow for unduly large snow deposits and place in sunny locations, pro  
   viding for drainage.

   to mail-boxes, garbage bins, garages, etc.

-  Make roof inclination rather low to avoud uneven snow loads

-  Place walkways and intensively-used outdoor areas out of reach of sliding snow        
   or ice.

-  Avoid using outdoor, unprotected stairways

-  Heated buildings should preferably use compact shapes to reduce heat loss.

-  Make use of active solar collection and passive solar gain wherever possible

Human Behaviour: We turn our backs to the rain and wind, 
tuck our heads down, cross our arms and bend our knees. 
We wear protective clothing which shelters us on the outside 
and provides freedom of body movement. Buildings should 
also apply these ideas.

Buildings - A house can have its back to the wind and 
weather with low walls which guide and direct the wind. A 
protective overhang shelters the warm, sunny side. Storage 
and hallways are situated on the cold side while recreation 
rooms face the sunny direction.

extremely well insulated with layers of stone and sod 
covering. Animals stay at the lowest level, with people above. 

Saxi/Wichsrom House, Vardo, Norway.
Traditional forms in which the house protects the outdoor 
area against winds from the east. 

Pedersen House, Vardo, Norway.

north. The outdoor area is bathed in sunshine.

Holmquist House, Vardo, Norway.
High walls face the south to catch the sun. Entrance wall is 
exposed to the wind for assistance with snow clearing.

winds over the town and creating improved conditions within its network of streets and public spaces.

Trail Systems.
Trails for recreational or utilitarian purpose 
should optimally be used for summer (walking, 
cycling) and winter (cross-contry skiing) seasons, 
as well as during the marginal periods.

Snow drifts.
Properly designed berming allows collection of 
snow away from roads.

Snow storage requirements should be 



Linking Design to climate

The “indoor-living” period in some northern latitude regions has been estimated 
to be as high as 70% of total annual hours. 
Some estimated have indicated that during the long winter months, a majority of 
northern residents (sub-arctic regions) spend as much as 90% of their time 

positive contact with the outdoor environment. The rhythm of urban life 
frequently varies with respect to climate and seasonal change. 

periods of mid-winter when people tend to spend more time inside the home 

sports, cottage- crafts, increased television watching and computer-linked activity)

Winter is the true season of the North. Spring is only a promise that something great is 
about to happen; summer is only an illusion of what people, during some hot days or 
weeks, at the most, believe to be true; Autumn means death, it is the dark grave of the 
promises of the Spring and of the illusions of the Summer. But Winter is something that 
really exists. It always comes back.

          Toivo Pekkanen

People and planners living in northern, winter cities have, for a long time, ignored 
the lengthy and, at times, unbearable winters. Most of the energy of professionals 
has been focused on the “warmer” seasons, such as summer, spring, and autumn. 
Designers have usually not embodied a tradition of basing decisions on seasonal 
demands.
The form and structures of northern cities have not been shaped by 
climatological dictates but rather they have employed technology to render 
habitable design and shapes which are fundamentally unsuited to their respective 
sites and geographical locations. 

Traditional Building: in the mountain areas of central 
Europe and in a few places in Norway, houses can be found 
which have heavy, plough-shaped backs and an open facade 
toward the sun. Cold air, drifting snow and eventual
 avalanches are guided around or over these buildings 
without causing excessive damage.

Snow, sun and wind conditions, including aerodynamic 

stand out in a landscape covered with drifting snow.

The major principles for creating optimum micro-climates in colder, or even 
temperate, regions which experience some “wintry” conditions include the 
following 

1.  Protection from the wind especially during winter and the marginal seasons of  
     early spring and late autumn. 

2.  Orientation of buildings and open spaces for reception of maximum solar radi 
     ation

3.  Prevention of overshadowing by buildings and natural elements.

5.  Avoidance of cold micro-climate air pockets

6.  Provision of built form or vegetation as ‘windscreen’ protection, from prevailing  
     winds.

7.  Design of south-facing ‘ sun pockets’ to function as comfortable outdoor 
     gathering areas during the less comfortable seasons, e.g. spring and autumn   
     days.

8.  Use of canopies, arcades, galleries, passages, and other overhead shelter 
     systems which cover primary pedestrian movement areas – providing weather  
     protection and retarding outgoing radiation at night.

     solar radiation.
10. Pruning and thinning of existing shades and plants to permit maximum solar  
      penetration.

Norman Pressman


